STEEL GAS TANK
Just like original. Use your sending unit and gas line.

1949-52 ORDER #7103
1953-54 ORDER #7104
Only $185.00

STAINLESS STEEL TANK
No rust. Use your sending unit and gas line.

1949-52 ORDER #7111
1953-54 ORDER #7112
$265.00

GAS TANK STRAPS
For 1949-54 cars

Pre-Bent Stainless Straps
ORDER #1339 $24 pr.
Pre-Bent Steel Coated Straps
ORDER #1339B $19 pr.
Universal Coated Steel Straps
ORDER #1339C $15 pr.
Universal Stainless Straps
ORDER #1339D $19 pr.

GAS TANK SENDING UNIT
Brand new replacement gas tank sending unit includes gasket and screws. Low cost alternative to AC Delco unit without sacrificing quality. FOR 6 OR 12V CARS

1949-52 SEDAN/HT/CONV.
ORDER #5330
1953-54 SEDAN/HT/CONV.
ORDER #1330
$50.00

ACCESSORY FUEL FILTER
ORDER #1361
$28

1953-54 REPLACEMENT GAS CAP
No, it doesn’t look like the original, but it works just like it.
ORDER #816
$8.00

GAS TANK STRAP LINER
Gasket goes between gas tank and straps.
ORDER #1348 $9 pr.

GAS TANK FLOAT
Replacement float for your worn one.
ORDER #1359 $9

1949-52 FUEL TANK CONNECTOR HOSE
Oil and gas resistant. Connect neck to tank.
ORDER #5337
$13 pr.

SENDING UNIT GASKET AND SCREWS
ORDER #1352
$5 Set

*1949-52 Tank pictured.
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POLY GAS TANK
Molded to original dimensions with ease of installation in mind. Use your gas line. Complete with hardware and installation instructions. The poly gas tank is made in the USA, and was designed exclusively for 1949-54 Chevrolets with the latest technology. With safety and durability in mind the poly tank will never rust and is made to last. Most new cars use a poly tank for this exact reason. The alcohol in gasoline will separate and sit at the bottom of the tank causing rust issues in a steel tank. With your safety and restoration in mind the poly tank is recommended for hassle free maintenance, and to keep your old Chevy on the road for years to come.

Includes new sending unit.

Best Value 1949-52 ORDER #1336 1953-54 ORDER #5336 Only $240.00

GAS LINES

SEDAN GAS LINE ORDER #1398 $89.00

HARDTOP GAS LINE ORDER #1371 $89.00
Steel one-piece gas line that runs from fuel tank to fuel pump. Reproduced with original bends and fittings. (Due to size restrictions, a large radius bend is added to a straight section of the line for shipping purposes. This facilitates easily returning the line to it’s proper configuration.)

C GAS LINE FRAME CLIP ORDER #1418 $5.00 ea.
Used to hold fuel line to frame of car. (Requires 5 per car.)

CONVERTIBLE GAS LINE (2 PC.) ORDER #1370 $94.00

SEDAN DELIVERY/STATION WAGON GAS LINE ORDER #1373 $89.00

SEDAN DELIVERY/STATION WAGON TANKS

1949-54 STATION WAGON/SEDAN DELIVERY STEEL GAS TANK
Just like the original.
ORDER #7104SWD $350

SEDAN DELIVERY/STATION WAGON PRE-BENT GAS TANK STRAPS ORDER #1339A $24 pr.

1949-54 STATION WAGON/SEDAN DELIVERY STEEL GAS TANK
Just like the original.
ORDER #7104SWD $350

LOCKING GAS CAP 1953-54 WAGON/SEDAN DELIVERY ALL 1949-52 MODELS ORDER #4812 $12

NON-LOCKING GAS CAP Fits all 1949-52 models and 1953-54 Sedan Delivery/Station Wagons. ORDER #4812-1 $12.00

STATION WAGON SEDAN DELIVERY SENDING UNIT ORDER #1331 $50

SEDAN DELIVERY/STATION WAGON GAS TANK NECK GROMMET ORDER #829 $58